


KJV Bible Word Studies for CROP



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

crop 4760 ## mur&ah {moor-aw'}; apparently feminine passive causative participle of 7200; something 
conspicuous, i.e. the craw of a bird (from its prominence): -- {crop}. 

crop 6998 ## qataph {kaw-taf'}; a primitive root; to strip off: -- {crop} off, cut down (up), pluck. 

cut 6998 ## qataph {kaw-taf'}; a primitive root; to strip off: -- crop off, {cut} down (up), pluck. 

down 6998 ## qataph {kaw-taf'}; a primitive root; to strip off: -- crop off, cut {down} (up), pluck. 

off 6998 ## qataph {kaw-taf'}; a primitive root; to strip off: -- crop {off}, cut down (up), pluck. 

pluck 6998 ## qataph {kaw-taf'}; a primitive root; to strip off: -- crop off, cut down (up), {pluck}. 

up 6998 ## qataph {kaw-taf'}; a primitive root; to strip off: -- crop off, cut down ({up}), pluck. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

crop 01061 ## bikkuwr {bik-koor'} ; from 01069 ; the first-fruits of the {crop} : -- first fruit (- ripe 
[figuratively ]) , hasty fruit . 

crop 01210 ## batsiyr {baw-tseer'} ; from 01219 ; clipped , i . e . the grape {crop} : -- vintage . 

crop 02779 ## choreph {kho'- ref} ; from 02778 ; properly , the {crop} gathered , i . e . (by implication) the 
autumn (and winter) season ; figuratively , ripeness of age : -- cold , winter [-house ] , youth . 

crop 02981 ## y@buwl {yeb-ool'} ; from 02986 ; produce , i . e . a {crop} or (figuratively) wealth : -- fruit , 
increase . 

crop 03953 ## laqash {law-kash'} ; a primitive root ; to gather the after {crop} : -- gather 

crop 03954 ## leqesh {leh'- kesh} ; from 03953 ; the after {crop} : -- latter growth . 

crop 04760 ## mur'ah {moor-aw'} ; apparently feminine passive causative participle of 07200 ; something 
conspicuous , i . e . the craw of a bird (from its prominence) : -- {crop} . 

crop 05599 ## caphiyach {saw-fee'- akh} ; from 05596 ; something (spontaneously) falling off , i . e . a 
self-sown {crop} ; figuratively , a freshet : -- (such) things as (which) grow (of themselves) , which groweth 
of its own accord (itself) . 

crop 06998 ## qataph {kaw-taf'} ; a primitive root ; to strip off : -- {crop} off , cut down (up) , pluck . 

crop 07019 ## qayits {kah'- yits} ; from 06972 ; harvest (as the {crop}) , whether the product (grain or fruit)
or the (dry) season : -- summer (fruit , house) . 

crop 07105 ## qatsiyr {kaw-tseer'} ; from 07114 ; severed , i . e . harvest (as reaped) , the {crop} , the time , 
the reaper , or figuratively ; also a limb (of a tree , or simply foliage) : -- bough , branch , harvest (man) . 

crop 2325 - therizo {ther-id'-zo}; from 2330 (in the sense of the {crop}); to harvest: -- reap. 

crop 2326 - therismos {ther-is-mos'}; from 2325; reaping, i.e. the {crop}: -- harvest. 

cropping 04425 ## m@liylah {mel-ee-law'} ; from 04449 (in the sense of {cropping} [compare 04135 ]) ; a 
head of grain (as cut off) : -- ear . 

crops 00614 ## 'aciyph {aw-seef'} ; or'aciph {aw-seef'} ; from 00622 ; gathered , i . e . (abstractly) a 
gathering in of {crops} : -- ingathering . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

crop 4760 -- mur/ah -- {crop}.

crop 6998 -- qataph -- {crop} off, cut down (up), pluck.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- crop , 4760 , 6998 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

crop , LEV_01_16,

crop , EZE_17_22,

cropped , EZE_17_04 ,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

crop Eze_17_22 # Thus saith the Lord GOD; I will also take of the highest branch of the high cedar, and 
will set [it]; I will crop off from the top of his young twigs a tender one, and will plant [it] upon an high 
mountain and eminent:

crop Lev_01_16 # And he shall pluck away his crop with his feathers, and cast it beside the altar on the east
part, by the place of the ashes:

cropped Eze_17_04 # He cropped off the top of his young twigs, and carried it into a land of traffic; he set it
in a city of merchants.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

crop off from Eze_17_22 # Thus saith the Lord GOD; I will also take of the highest branch of the high 
cedar, and will set [it]; I will crop off from the top of his young twigs a tender one, and will plant [it] upon 
an high mountain and eminent:

crop with his Lev_01_16 # And he shall pluck away his crop with his feathers, and cast it beside the altar on
the east part, by the place of the ashes:

cropped off the Eze_17_04 # He cropped off the top of his young twigs, and carried it into a land of traffic; 
he set it in a city of merchants.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies



crop LEV 001 016 And he shall pluck <05493 +cuwr > away his {crop} <04760 +mur>ah > with his feathers 
<05133 +nowtsah > , and cast <07993 +shalak > it beside <00681 +>etsel > the altar <04196 +mizbeach > on the 
east <06924 +qedem > part , by the place <04725 +maqowm > of the ashes <01880 +deshen > : 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

crop ^ Eze_17_22 / crop /^off from the top of his young twigs a tender one, and will plant [it] upon an high 
mountain and eminent: 

crop ^ Lev_01_16 / crop /^with his feathers, and cast it beside the altar on the east part, by the place of the 
ashes: 

cropped ^ Eze_17_04 / cropped /^off the top of his young twigs, and carried it into a land of traffic; he set it
in a city of merchants. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

crop Eze_17_22 Thus saith the Lord GOD; I will also take of the highest branch of the high cedar, and will 
set [it]; I will {crop} off from the top of his young twigs a tender one, and will plant [it] upon an high 
mountain and eminent: 

crop Lev_01_16 And he shall pluck away his {crop} with his feathers, and cast it beside the altar on the east
part, by the place of the ashes: 

cropped Eze_17_04 He {cropped} off the top of his young twigs, and carried it into a land of traffic; he set it
in a city of merchants. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse



eBibleSoftware Engineering

Web Suite of Bible Study Tools

Explore all the new ways to study and using
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

crop Eze_17_22 . Thus (03541 +koh ) saith (00559 +)amar ) the Lord (00136 +)Adonay ) GOD (03069 +Y@hovih ) ; I will also take (03947 +laqach ) of the highest (06788 +tsammereth ) branch (06788 +tsammereth ) of the 
high (07311 +ruwm ) cedar (00730 +)erez ) , and will set (05414 +nathan ) [ it ] ; I will {crop} (06998 +qataph ) off from the top (07218 +ro)sh ) of his young (03127 +yowneqeth ) twigs (03127 +yowneqeth ) a tender (07390 
+rak ) one , and will plant (08362 +shathal ) [ it ] upon an high (01364 +gaboahh ) mountain (02022 +har ) and eminent (08524 +talal ) : 

crop Lev_01_16 And he shall pluck (05493 +cuwr ) away his {crop} (04760 +mur)ah ) with his feathers (05133 +nowtsah ) , and cast (07993 +shalak ) it beside (00681 +)etsel ) the altar (04196 +mizbeach ) on the east (06924
+qedem ) part , by the place (04725 +maqowm ) of the ashes (01880 +deshen ) : 

cropped Eze_17_04 He {cropped} (06998 +qataph ) off the top (07218 +ro)sh ) of his young (03242 +y@niqah ) twigs (03242 +y@niqah ) , and carried (00935 +bow) ) it into a land (00776 +)erets ) of traffick (03667 
+K@na(an ) ; he set (07760 +suwm ) it in a city (05892 +(iyr ) of merchants (07402 +rakal ) . 
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crop , EZE , 17:22 crop , LE , 1:16 cropped , EZE , 17:4 crop Interlinear Index Study crop LEV 001 016 And he 
shall pluck <05493 +cuwr > away his {crop} <04760 +mur>ah > with his feathers <05133 +nowtsah > , and cast 
<07993 +shalak > it beside <00681 +>etsel > the altar <04196 +mizbeach > on the east <06924 +qedem > part , 
by the place <04725 +maqowm > of the ashes <01880 +deshen > : crop EZE 017 022 . Thus <03541 +koh > saith 
<00559 +>amar > the Lord <00136 +>Adonay > GOD <03069 +Y@hovih > ; I will also take <03947 +laqach > 
of the highest <06788 +tsammereth > branch <06788 +tsammereth > of the high <07311 +ruwm > cedar <00730 
+>erez > , and will set <05414 +nathan > [ it ] ; I will {crop} <06998 +qataph > off from the top <07218 +ro>sh >
of his young <03127 +yowneqeth > twigs <03127 +yowneqeth > a tender <07390 +rak > one , and will plant 
<08362 +shathal > [ it ] upon an high <01364 +gaboahh > mountain <02022 +har > and eminent <08524 +talal > :
cropped EZE 017 004 He {cropped} <06998 +qataph > off the top <07218 +ro>sh > of his young <03242 
+y@niqah > twigs <03242 +y@niqah > , and carried <00935 +bow> > it into a land <00776 +>erets > of traffick 
<03667 +K@na ; he set <07760 +suwm > it in a city <05892 + of merchants <07402 +rakal > . he shall pluck 
away his crop with his feathers will crop off from - crop , 4760 , 6998 , crop LEV 001 016 And he shall pluck 
<05493 +cuwr > away his {crop} <04760 +mur>ah > with his feathers <05133 +nowtsah > , and cast <07993 
+shalak > it beside <00681 +>etsel > the altar <04196 +mizbeach > on the east <06924 +qedem > part , by the 
place <04725 +maqowm > of the ashes <01880 +deshen > : crop -4760 {crop} , crop -6998 {crop} , cropped , cut 
, pluck , cropped -6998 crop , {cropped} , cut , pluck , crop 4760 -- mur/ah -- {crop}. crop 6998 -- qataph -- 
{crop} off, cut down (up), pluck. crop 4760 ## mur>ah {moor-aw'}; apparently feminine passive causative 
participle of 7200; something conspicuous, i.e. the craw of a bird (from its prominence): -- {crop}.[ql crop 6998 
## qataph {kaw-taf'}; a primitive root; to strip off: - - {crop} off, cut down (up), pluck.[ql crop 017 022 Eze 
/^{crop /off from the top of his young twigs a tender one , and will plant it upon an high mountain and eminent : 
crop 001 016 Lev /^{crop /with his feathers , and cast it beside the altar on the east part , by the place of the ashes 
: cropped 017 004 Eze /^{cropped /off the top of his young twigs , and carried it into a land of traffick ; he set it in
a city of merchants . 



crop , EZE , 17:22 crop , LE , 1:16 cropped , EZE , 17:4









crop -4760 {crop} , crop -6998 {crop} , cropped , cut , pluck , cropped -6998 crop , {cropped} , cut , pluck ,



crop 4760 -- mur/ah -- {crop}. crop 6998 -- qataph -- {crop} off, cut down (up), pluck.







crop 4760 ## mur>ah {moor-aw'}; apparently feminine passive causative participle of 7200; something 
conspicuous, i.e. the craw of a bird (from its prominence): -- {crop}.[ql crop 6998 ## qataph {kaw-taf'}; a 
primitive root; to strip off: - - {crop} off, cut down (up), pluck.[ql
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crop Interlinear Index Study crop LEV 001 016 And he shall pluck <05493 +cuwr > away his {crop} <04760 
+mur>ah > with his feathers <05133 +nowtsah > , and cast <07993 +shalak > it beside <00681 +>etsel > the altar 
<04196 +mizbeach > on the east <06924 +qedem > part , by the place <04725 +maqowm > of the ashes <01880 
+deshen > : crop EZE 017 022 . Thus <03541 +koh > saith <00559 +>amar > the Lord <00136 +>Adonay > GOD
<03069 +Y@hovih > ; I will also take <03947 +laqach > of the highest <06788 +tsammereth > branch <06788 
+tsammereth > of the high <07311 +ruwm > cedar <00730 +>erez > , and will set <05414 +nathan > [ it ] ; I will 
{crop} <06998 +qataph > off from the top <07218 +ro>sh > of his young <03127 +yowneqeth > twigs <03127 
+yowneqeth > a tender <07390 +rak > one , and will plant <08362 +shathal > [ it ] upon an high <01364 
+gaboahh > mountain <02022 +har > and eminent <08524 +talal > : cropped EZE 017 004 He {cropped} <06998 
+qataph > off the top <07218 +ro>sh > of his young <03242 +y@niqah > twigs <03242 +y@niqah > , and carried
<00935 +bow> > it into a land <00776 +>erets > of traffick <03667 +K@na ; he set <07760 +suwm > it in a city 
<05892 + of merchants <07402 +rakal > .



he shall pluck away his crop with his feathers will crop off from 



crop Eze_17_22 /^{crop /off from the top of his young twigs a tender one , and will plant it upon an high 
mountain and eminent : crop Lev_01_16 /^{crop /with his feathers , and cast it beside the altar on the east part , by
the place of the ashes : cropped Eze_17_04 /^{cropped /off the top of his young twigs , and carried it into a land of
traffick ; he set it in a city of merchants .





- crop , 4760 , 6998 , 
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